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Abstract. The global megatrends of digitization and individualization substan-
tially affectmanufacturing enterprises.Assemblyworkers are exposed to increased
process complexity resulting in physical and cognitiveworkload.Worker guidance
systems (WGS) are used to overcome this challenge through output of informa-
tion regarding what should be done, how it should be done and why it should
be done. An unsolved scientific challenge in this context is efficient informa-
tion supply of WGS. Information such as worker’s instruction texts, pictures or
3D representations are created by employees of the work preparation department
and transferred to the WGS. Manual information supply is a time-consuming
and complex process, which requires a high (non-value-adding) effort as well
as comprehensive knowledge in handling 3D CAD modelling and software pro-
gramming. This paper presents a novel approach to reduce the required manual
effort in information supply process. A knowledge-based model is proposed that
enables an automated information supply ofWGS in smart assembly environment
by means of algorithms and self-learning expert systems, which pursues a holistic
and consistent approach without media breaks. The automated approach assists
employees of work preparation department, which means they can concentrate
on their essential core competencies instead of being busy, for example, creat-
ing assembly plans, instruction texts or pictures for individual WGS. Finally, the
technical implementation as a software-based proof-of-concept demonstrator and
sub-sequent integration into the IT environment of TUWien Pilot Factory Industry
4.0 is outlined.

Keywords: Digital assistance ·Worker guidance · Smart assembly ·
Human-machine interaction · Assembly planning · Algorithms · Pilot factory

1 Introduction: Background and Definitions

Production systems and especially assembly systems in developed industrial countries
are faced with the challenge of tackling rising product and process complexity in terms
of individualized customer needs as well as productivity at the same time [1]. This is
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particularly true in the area of precision assembly, where workers must perform man-
ual assembly processes precisely, cost-effectively and with high quality. By networked
data and modern forms of information and communication technologies with physical
production processes, so called cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) will become
real. Cyber-physical systems are described as a combination of physical objects (“phys-
ical”) and an embedded digital system (“cyber”). This embedded system collects and
processes data and interacts with surrounding environment via actuators. By integrat-
ing equipment with CPS characteristics into an assembly environment, cyber-physical
assembly systems (CPAS) are established [2].

In addition to cost pressure in global competition, more frequent changes of work
contents as a result of higher product variance, reduced lot sizes (lot size 1 production)
and shortened product life-cycles make it more difficult for operators to build-up task
routine [2]. This leads to increasing cognitive workload of operators and increasing risk
of human errors and product quality problems [3].

Worker guidance systems (WGS), connected tools and systems in the work envi-
ronment collaborating with human workers, have been used already in the past e.g.
to automate certain tasks for improved production and assembly as well as to relief
operators from rough and strenuous working conditions [4, 5]. In this way, information
provision was used to deliver operators with instructions and details required to suc-
cessfully fulfil manually executed tasks [6]. Today CPPS and CPAS are characterized
by increasing digitalization and automated information flow. Thereby information sys-
tems control technical processes (e.g. plants, tools) and orchestrate the interaction with
operators on the shop floor in a holistic way [7].

One of the central challenges here is to provide various decentralized database sys-
tems with up-to-date information and control commands at all times. Connection and
interoperation with higher-level planning and control systems is seen by industry as a
successful solution. However, even higher-level planning and control systems show a
significant bottleneck of information supply and their granularity in order to orches-
trate work systems and to illustrate operators the right information at the right time in
the right quality regarding the right work task [8]. In order to enable a comprehensive
use of intelligently networked CPPS and CPAS, work preparation departments are con-
fronted with the challenge of incorporating missing and supplementary information into
corresponding systems. Thereby the manual effort and waste of (human) resources is
relatively high [9].

Taking the above discussion into account, this paper presents a design concept and a
software-based implementation of an automatic information supply of WGS as an inter-
face between construction, planning and control systems aswell as decentral information
databases of various production and assembly technologies.

2 Related Work

2.1 Worker Guidance Systems

Digital assistance systems (DAS) are used within a CPAS as interface between humans
and technical systems [10]. The primary goal is to provide optimal worker support to
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increase productivity, reduce execution times, minimize error rates and enable end-to-
end traceability [11]. DAS comprise basic functions including documentation of pro-
cess data, monitoring of processes, decision support and information output [12]. For
information output, the term “worker information systems” (WIS) is used in literature
of production management. WIS provide information such as step-by-step assembly
instructions, security hints or warnings of potential errors without the need of printed
paper media [13].

For step-by-step guidance of workers through assembly processes, also the term
worker guidance, respectivelyWGS is used.WGSallowworkers to overcome difficulties
in performing complex precision assembly processes and reduce cognitive burden in
assembling small lot sizes of ever increasing product variants [14]. The most significant
difference between WIS and WGS is the feedback loop: WIS only supply information
assistance according to a given set of rules, while WGS additionally support the input
of information and data manually through graphical user interfaces or automatically
through different sensors [15]. Aehnelt et al. stated that “information assistance in form
of guiding can be understood as an informal way of mediating and learning facts (what),
procedures (how) and concepts (why) required for a specific assembly task”. Therefore a
worker has to remember, understand and apply the information to execute the assembly
task [16].

Lušić et al. differ between static and dynamic provision of information as well as
real versus virtual information. Text and pictures are time-invariant and therefore static
information, leading to additional cognitive load of the worker. Dynamic provision of
information, e.g. videos or 3D animations lead to less cognitive load, but the duration
of these have to be adapted to individual worker’s needs. Real information require real
objects for their creation and include recorded photos or videos,while virtual information
can be derived digitally e.g. using a 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software [17].

2.2 Information Supply of WGS

The information provided by WGS can be in form of texts, pictures, videos, virtual
3D objects or simple light signals and must be prepared, programmed and transferred
to databases or storage media of an individual target system prior to production [18].
This preparation process is very time consuming and usually requires a specialized
knowledge in programming and 3D CAD modelling [19]. In case of a small or single
lot size production, the described preparation process has to be carried out often and
represents a significant cost factor, which furthermore prevents an efficient usage of
WGS [20]. To cope with the aforementioned challenges, different approaches have been
presented in recent studies, which can be clustered into following categories:

(i) automation of assembly sequence planning [21], (ii) automation of instruction
information creation [22], (iii) automated entry of created information into target systems
[23] and (iv) support the human assembly planner where automation is not possible [24].
These four categories are described in detail:

(i) Automation of assembly sequence planning: Since the early 1990s, various
algorithms and heuristics have been developed to automatically derive feasible assembly
sequences of a product variant from product data or 3D CADmodels, e.g. [25, 26]. This
research area evolved with more computing power: The original approaches considering
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a simple listing of assembly sequences were developed successively, so that modern
solutions allow an automatic feasibility study with regard to stability and available space
at the joining position of each part [27], but also the average required assembly time can
be calculated [28]. All of the aforementioned approaches relate to the general assembly
planning process, but are not designed to create, process or distribute information for
WGS.

(ii) Automation of instruction information creation: Mader et al. describe an
approach to be able to automatically create work instructions in textual form and as
pictures based on geometry and workstation data [22]. More recent work describes the
preparation of videos and assembly animations using virtual prototypes [13]. Sääski
et al. describe a concept to automatically create 3D objects for Augmented Reality (AR)
worker guidance. Hereby the focus has been set on the integration of a wide variety of
information systems as consistently as possible [29]. The created information has to be
entered manually into databases of target WGS using a graphical user interface (GUI).
This step is also associated with high manual workload during preparation phase.

(iii) Automated entry of created information into target systems:
To ensure that assembly workers on shop floor can use the created instruction infor-

mation, it must be entered into the database of WGS through software interfaces. Müller
et al. describe an exchange of information between agents and modules. While a WGS
can be seen as a module, an “agent acts as a mediator or coordinator” between these
modules and the virtual assembly planning environment [23]. A similar approach is
pursued by Fischer et al., who describe the data flow between virtual assembly planning
and the WIS database. Data is exported from the planning environment, translated into
the desired target structure via an associative array and can be imported into the WGS
[30].

(iv) Support the human assembly planner where automation is not possible:
Zauner et al. describe the use of domain specific wizards, so-called “authoring wizards”
in order to create visual information in a user-friendly way and without any program-
ming knowledge [31]. Through a GUI, an assembly planner defines the required assem-
bly information, such as assembly sequence, parameters and required tools [32]. The
described approach is widely used in context of AR solutions and is applied in research
and industry [33]. Despite support by means of authoring software, high manual effort
remains in creation and entry of the information for each product variant. In addition,
these software packages are usually limited to AR worker guidance and are designed
for specific output devices or an individual WGS solution. Sensors for detecting depth
information and movements enable teach-in of work instruction content at the assem-
bly stations directly [34]. Funk et al. have developed a projection based WGS, which
allows a complex assembly process to be trained by experienced workers. During the
assembly process, the system recognizes the required part containers as well as joining
positions and derives all the information required for projection-based worker guidance
automatically. However, the authors themselves point out that this system is not mature
and further development must be made, e.g. optimization of workpiece detection [20]. In
addition, such a system cannot be used in lot size 1 production, since the entire assembly
process has to be taught in with at least one piece.
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In summary, the state of the art includes partial solutions, which favour a reduction
of expenses in the supply of instructional information e.g. through automation of prepa-
ration tasks or support of human assembly planners. However, the lack of a holistic and
consistent approach in order to achieve a fully configured WGS even at complex prod-
ucts and small lot size is evident. In this paper, we present an approach for the automated
information supply of worker guidance systems, which helps to significantly reduce con-
tent creation efforts and to relieve assembly planning staff, especially in smart assembly
environments. The approach differs from the state of the art by a continuous processing
chain from product development to the output of digital content information on assembly
shop floor. The activities of information supply of worker guidance systems are divided
between human and computer according to their respective strengths and weaknesses.
While human planners contribute product-, process- and resource-knowledge by means
of optimally designed input interfaces, a computer takes over time-consuming creation
activities for instruction elements, e.g. texts, pictures or optimised 3D models for AR.
In order to further relieve assembly planners, they are supported by machine learning
at the time-consuming task of planning assembly sequences. Case-based reasoning is
used to derive assembly sequences for the new product variant based on earlier planning
knowledge of similar product variants automatically. The following sections describe a
conceptual design for an automated information supply and the technical implementation
in a test environment.

3 Conceptual Design for Automated Information Supply

3.1 Automated Information Supply of WGS

In the context ofWGS, the authors propose a definition for the term “information supply”
as combination of “information creation” and “information entry”. Hereby, the task of
information creation contains the following subtasks:

• Definition of assembly plan, including assembly sequence, relevant parts and
subassemblies as well as tools to be used.

• Derivation of virtual instructional information, including screenshots (static), anima-
tions (dynamic), textual descriptions (static) as well as 3D data for worker guidance
through AR (static or dynamic).

• Creation of real instructional information, including photos (static), videos (dynamic)
as well as recorded – e.g. spoken – textual descriptions (dynamic).

In order to provide instructions to workers on the shop floor, the instructional infor-
mation has to be transferred into a database or file system of the target WGS.MostWGS
provide a backend editor or a similar GUI, which can be used by assembly planners
in order to convert created information to the required format and to enter it into the
database. The information supply process should be carried out for each individual prod-
uct variant and thus leads to high manual effort and costs for small lot sizes. This paper
proposes a holistic knowledge-based approach,which includes entire information supply
process, taking over routine tasks through algorithms and supporting assembly planners
with a self-learning expert system. The result is a division of tasks between human and
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algorithm. While humans provide their domain and process knowledge, algorithms take
repetitive tasks such as derivation of virtual information as well as transfer of created
instruction information to databases.

Figure 1 illustrates the approach and describes how data is processed so that a 3D
CADmodel of a product variant can be used to adequately supply information to aWGS.
The blue boxes symbolise automated algorithms, while green boxes designate GUIs for
interaction with human planners. The approach builds upon earlier developments by
Reisinger et al. [35] and has been extended by additional concepts to further reduce
manual effort.

Fig. 1. Proposed approach for automated information supply of WGS

3.2 Authoring Process

In first step “Authoring Process”, human assembly planners define assembly sequence
(“what has to be done”) and work methods (“how is it done”). An authoring tool with
3D user interface is provided and visualizes the 3D CAD model of current product
variant. By selecting parts and subassemblies, assembly steps as well as an assembly
sequence are defined. Individual steps can be enriched with additional information, e.g.
required tools, screwing torques or parts. Furthermore, the assembly planner specifies
intermediate steps that cannot be automatically extracted from a 3D CAD model, e.g.
missing parts like springs or pipes. During this authoring process, the assembly planner
is assisted through various functions, e.g. suggestion of correct torque depending on
dimension of the screw. In summary, the main purpose of the authoring process is to
enter process- and resource-knowledge of human assembly planners in an efficient way.
Previous work in literature describing similar authoring tools – e.g. [31, 36] or [24] –
show a significant weakness: The authoring process has to be conducted for each product
variant, even in case of similar 3D product models. This leads to a high manual effort
for assembly planners and thus a low efficiency is resulting.

3.3 Assisting Assembly Planning

To deal with the described weakness of conventional authoring processes, additional
system features in planning new product variants are considered:
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• Case-Based Assembly Planning (CBAP): In advance to the authoring process, sim-
ilarity between the new product variant and earlier planned product variants is mea-
sured. In case of high similarity, the assembly plan from similar earlier product variant
is reused for the new product variant. This is done through a rigorous allocation of
parts and subassemblies of the new product variant by comparing more than 30 geo-
metrical features. The computer reasoning method “Case-based Reasoning” [37] has
been adapted for assembly planning. This is part of a self-learning expert system
which assists human assembly planners. At the beginning of the authoring process,
the assembly planner receives information, which earlier product variant was selected
as case, a list of parts the algorithm was able to allocate automatically as well as a list
of parts the algorithm was not able to allocate automatically. The human assembly
planner can build upon the pre-generated process plan and allocate missing parts and
subassemblies, leading to a significant saving of manual effort.

• Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP): If CBAP is not possible, multiple methods
fromASP are used to propose the optimal assembly sequence for parts and subassem-
blies of new products [38]. The number of possible assembly sequences increases
with the number of parts exponentially. Thus, even for a simple product, millions of
different assembly sequences are possible, whereby 25–40% can be eliminated by
reason of geometrical constraints. Including criteria such as stability and handling,
only 5–15% of these remain as feasible assembly sequences. By evaluating remaining
possibilities with regard to the required assembly time, a final assembly sequence can
be selected and proposed to the assembly planner [21].

3.4 Creation of Instruction Information

Creating virtual instruction information for individual assembly steps is conducted
automatically and requires the following domain knowledge elements:

• Product knowledge can be derived from 3D CAD model, e.g. geometries, structure
of the product, required special treatment of parts or options like colours and mate-
rial. Additional data can be gathered from external sources like Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.

• Process knowledge is entered manually by the assembly planner using the authoring
tool. The assembly planner can use his/her experience concerning optimal sequence,
required intermediate steps as well as evaluating, if the proposed process is realistic
for assembly.

• Resource knowledge is provided by the assembly planner, e.g. which tools, measuring
instruments and additional equipment to be used.

The textual description of individual assembly steps is automatically derived using
previously manually defined text modules and contains information about assem-
bled components, the operation and needed tools. Defined colour codes enable a
differentiation of small and big parts, standard parts as well as a differentiation of tools.

The pictures for worker guidance are automatically derived as CAD screenshots for
each assembly step and relevant components are highlighted in colour. To ensure optimal
visibility of every component, pictures are derived from two different perspectives: A
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fixed position and viewing angle, in order to provide overall orientation to the assembly
worker, as well as a picture from a view perspective previously defined in the “Authoring
Process”. To guarantee a high standardization of instructions, the colour coding of the
pictures is the same that is used for the textual descriptions.

3.5 Entry of Instruction Information

The required information for worker guidance has to be prepared and entered into a
database or file system of the target WGS so that worker guidance information on shop
floor can be used to support assembly workers. The data structure of the database and
file system is defined differently for each WGS and no standardized interface for enter-
ing worker information exists. At this point, the principle of post-processing is taken
from Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) information chain [39] and we propose
the following definition analogously for WGS: A post-processor in context of worker
guidance systems is an algorithm for automated translation of prepared worker informa-
tion (assembly sequence, texts, pictures) and entry of these information into a database
or file system of a targetWGS. A post-processor is developed once for each target system
and has to be adapted in regard to new data structures in case of updates. The develop-
ment requires direct writing access to the respective database or file system as well as a
good knowledge of data structure of the WGS.

4 Technical Implementation

In order to make the concept applicable, it was implemented as a software-based proof-
of-concept demonstrator (PoCD) and integrated in the laboratory of TU Wien Pilot
Factory Industry 4.0 (PFI40) with existing information systems and WGS.

4.1 Software-Based Proof-of-Concept Demonstrator

During implementation, individual modules have been developed using suitable pro-
gramming languages and existing frameworks, e.g. authoring tool, generator for texts
and pictures as well as post-processors. In order to ensure an efficient planning pro-
cess, attention was paid to easy maintainability of the data structures as well as a high
user-friendliness of the GUI.

Figure 2 presents the GUI of the developed authoring tool, which is used by the
assembly planner to enter process- and resource-related information. The open source
software “FreeCAD” is used to provide a 3D environment. FreeCAD and authoring
window together form the authoring tool. Through python scripts as well as a provided
Application Programming Interface (API), FreeCAD is able to communicate with the
developed authoring window, which is displayed at the right side of above screenshot.
The parts and components of the product variant are selected by the assembly planner
for each assembly step through a list or by directly clicking parts and components in 3D
environment. Screws are automatically identified by part name and appropriate screwing
parameters such as torque, depth and pitch are suggested.
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Fig. 2. GUI of developed authoring tool, using FreeCAD as 3D environment

Once the authoring process is completed and the information is released, it is passed
to a virtual machine connected to local area network (LAN) via a Representational State
Transfer (REST) API. The virtual machine acts as a container for various algorithms
running automatically aswell as a SQLdatabase for data storage. Theworker information
is automatically processed as described in previous chapter. The automatic generation
of instruction texts is carried out by algorithms, which have been implemented in Java
Programming Language. The creation of instruction pictures is done by a self-developed
media generator. Because of high resource usage, the media generator is implemented
as a cloud service and can be controlled via a REST API. The assembly plan in XML
form (created by authoring tool) and a 3D CAD model of the product variant to be
assembled serve as input for the media generator. The output are generated pictures from
different perspectives, which are automatically downloaded after the creation process is
completed.

4.2 Integration in TU Wien Pilot Factory Industry 4.0

The developed software-based PoCD has been integrated into PFI40 and linked with
existing information systems and WGS. The PFI40 is located in Vienna (Austria) and
“serves both as a research platform and a teaching and training environment with regard
to a human-centered cyber-physical production system” for lot size 1 production [40].
It combines development and testing of prototypes (Pilot Factory), demonstration and
communication of findings (Demonstration Factory) and transfer of knowledge to stu-
dents and course participants from practice (Learning Factory). The production of a
plastic 3D printer is demonstrated in a realistic environment of approximately 900 m2

space. Industrial machines, 3D printers, logistics systems and a cyber-physical assem-
bly line are available [41]. The assembly line of PFI40 consists of four cyber-physical
assembly stations, which in turn consist of various assistance systems, including visual
worker guidance, an intelligent screwing system as well as collaborative robots.
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Figure 3 shows the integration of the software based PoCD in the IT landscape
of PFI40 [42]. Red coloured elements represent already existing systems of the PFI40
and contain an ERP system, a 3D CAD environment as well as two WGS of different
manufacturers. The green ellipse indicates the virtual machine and contains a central
database of the PoCD, implemented algorithms as well as passive and active interfaces
for communication with the system environment. The authoring window is not part
of the virtual machine but is executed on desktop computer of the assembly planner
and communicates with 3D CAD environment FreeCAD and via a REST API with the
virtual machine. After successful planning and preparation of the worker information, it
is transferred towards two target WGS “Armbruster ELAM” [43] and “Sarissa QA” [44]
using developed post-processors. Precision assembly staff on shop floor is now able to
use these instructions for step-by-step worker guidance.

Fig. 3. Integration of software based PoCD in PFI40 IT landscape (Color figure online)

5 Conclusion and Future Research Agenda

5.1 Conclusion and Recommendations

This paper presents a novel knowledge-based approach to reduce the required man-
ual effort in information supply process by dividing preparation tasks between human
and machine. This involves the use of pre-defined rule-based algorithms for generat-
ing instructions, self-learning expert systems for transferring assembly plans to similar
product variants and agent-based interfaces (post-processors) for automated entry of cre-
ated information. The development of the proposed post-processors requires intensive
knowledge of the data structure of the target WGS. Therefore, we recommend that the
manufacturer of WGS should do the development of the post-processors.

The approach has been implemented as a software-based PoCD, integrated into IT
environment of PFI40 and is used for information supply of twoWGSof a cyber-physical
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assembly line. Previous findings show that preparation efforts per product variant could
be reduced significantly and the system works efficiently even if there are computation-
ally intensive algorithms. A comprehensive user study with both experienced and inex-
perienced participants is planned in order to measure actual effects, such as a reduction
in planning times or an increase in worker satisfaction.

5.2 Limitation and Outlook

The approach presented in this paper is limited to providing information to WGS for
assembly activities. Due to a recognizable evolution of conventional assembly systems
into cyber-physical assembly systems, we recommend further research in the field of
automated information supply of these environments. In addition to WGS, this also
includes creation and linking of configuration sets for devices, tools, machines and mea-
suring equipment. A further starting point for development is the expansion of the field
of application so that, in addition to assembly activities, WGS can also be automatically
supplied with information for manual maintenance, set-up and servicing processes. The
approach presented here can also be used formutual (reciprocal) learning betweenhuman
and machine. For example, a machine (e.g. algorithm) can learn from human (e.g. pro-
cess planner) how to plan precision assembly processes and how to create associated
worker instructions for WGS. Furthermore, a precision assembly worker can also learn
from the machine by using the instructions of the WGS [45]. A transfer and adaptation
of the presented approach towards the creation of CNC machine tool code is also worth
researching and would make work preparation of cutting machine tools more efficient.
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